Since the SCUD launches in the Gulf War, theater ballistic missile (TBM) systems have become a growing concern for the US military. Detection, fast track initiation, backfitting for launch point determination, and tracking and engagement during boost phase or shortly after booster cutoff are goals that grow in importance with the proliferation cI weapons ofmass destruction. This paper focuses on track initiation and backfitting techniques, as well as extending some earlier results on tracking a ThM during boost phase cutoff. Results indicate that Kalman techniques are superior to third order polynomial extrapolations in estimating the launch point, and that some knowledge of missile parameters, especially thrust, is extremely helpful in track initiation.
INTRODUCTION
Theater ballistic missile defense remains a high research priority within DOD, both as a result of the SCUD launches during the Gulf War and because of the proliferation of missiles and weapons of mass destruction around the world.
An excellent general overview to this topic has recently appeared in IEEE Spectrum.1 Earlier research at the Naval Postgraduate school has focused on boost and post-boost missile tracking.2'3 This paper focuses on track initiation and backfitting techniques, as well as extending some earlier results on tracking a TBM through booster cutoff, all necessary ingredients for engaging threat missiles on the ascent over the territory of the aggressor, and in rapidly attacking missile launch facilities.
General discussion ofKalman filter based trackers appear in Bar-Shalom and Li.4'5 The 1MM tracker is becoming the standard for tracking maneuvering targets or for tracking systems through an abrupt change in behavior, as exhibited by a ballistic missile at booster cutoff. The 1MM filter dates back to work by Blom, 6 and it has been modified and adapted fir tracking by Blom, Bar-Shalom and others.7'8 An overview of multiple model filters in target tracking, with an extensive bibliography, appears in chapter 1 1 ofthe Bar-Shalom and Li text. 4 Here, we have extended the results previously reported to include backward track extrapolation (backfitting) fir launch point determination, and we have analyzed the track initiation procedure to determine efficient methods for track initiation.
Section 2 below discusses the mathematical models considered in this work and gives a description of our simulation and methodology. Section 3 describes our results, and section 4 presents our conclusions.
MATHEMATICAL MODELS AND SIMULATION
Throughout this work we have assumed that three dimensional measurements (range, azimuth and elevation) ai available to the various tracking algorithms explored here. Target dynamics assumes motion in three dimensional Cartesian coordinates (x,y,z). As previously reported, two motion models were used to implement the 1MM tracking model described previously,2 one for accelerated motion and the other for the ballistic trajectory. The accelerated model is given below. The constant velocity model is straight-forward and is described in Hutchins and San Jose.2
The acceleration model is defined by the state vector:
with dynamics given by: Here, g is the acceleration due to gravity (assumed constant), and e(t) is a three-dimensional vector-valued white noise process with autocorrelation function given by:
[0 0 1_I where 6(o) is the Dirac delta function and q2 is an adjustable parameter (always positive).
Both simulated (assuming constant gravity) and actual missile trajectories were used in generating our results. Generic measurement errors of one degree in azimuth and elevation and 10 meters in range were used in our validating simulation results. Other values for measurement errors consistent with specific sensor systems were also used. Figure 1 shows a simulated missile trajectory in three dimensions. Figure 2 shows the first 120 seconds of this simulated flight, with an x marking the position of the sensor on the ground for this simulation. This figure includes 60 seconds ofthrust and 60 seconds ofballistic flight.
RESULTS
As previously reported by Hutchins and San Jose,2 an 1MM tracker proved quite successful in tracking a TBM during boost phase and through the transition to ballistic flight. Two methods of specifying the Markov state transition probabilities were studied in that work, one based on a fixed transition probability, the other dependent on a priori knowledge of the likely altitude for missile cutoff. These two techniques produced comparable tracking results (figure 3), although the apriori knowledge proved to be better behaved overall. Figure 3 displays the mean track distance error from the actual target for the two techniques. The upper band represents the mean distance error for the raw measurements.
These earlier results initialized the track with truth. Track initiation from the measurements is more problematic. The difficulty is caused by the large measurement position errors, even if bearing angular errors are small. Assuming track initiation occurs during boost phase, three measurements are required to generate all three state variables in each dimension: position, velocity and acceleration. Assuming a least squares algorithm is used to estimate these three quantities from three measurements, the resulting standard deviation in the acceleration estimate is 2.45/& times the standard deviation in the position measurement, where A is the time interval between measurements. With five measurements the situation improves somewhat; the resulting standard deviation in the acceleration estimate is 0.53/A2 times the standard deviation in the position measurement. With ten measurements the resulting standard deviation in the acceleration estimate is 0.087/A2 times the standard deviation in the position measurement, assuming each measurement is equally accurate and the acceleration is constant for the entire interval (no plant noise). Since acceleration for a TBM is not likely to exceed 5 or 6 gees during boost phase and it must be positive vertical, estimating acceleration from position measurements can give devastatingly poor results. Our simulation studies have indicated that initial track acceleration estimates should have errors less than lOOm/s2 for fast and effective tracking results. A small number of position measurements will generally not provide this accuracy. Missile launch profile data, or even a semi-educated guess should meet this requirement easily. In fact, an educated guess for acceleration of 5 gees positive vertical and zero in both horizontal directions worked reasonably well with all of our test data.
A standard technique described in the literature for implementing an 1MM tracker is to describe two motion models that differ only in the amount of plant noise (see Bar-Shalom and Li.4'5 and the references therein). The 1MM then switches between the two plant noise models. When we examined such a model in the context oftracking a maneuvering aircraft, we found the 1MM tracker that merely adjusted the system plant noise did not work as well as an implementation that specified different parametric maneuver models. Hence, we have not pursued the former implementation in this research.
We explored launch point estimation (backfit) using two different methodologies: polynomial curve fitting and extrapolation, and Kalman back prediction. With the acceleration model we have specified, the Kalman procedure is a glorified second order procedure. Hence we concentrated on third order polynomials, higher orders being too unstable. Indeed, even the third order polynomials we examined here proved unstable. In the simulated backfit data reported here, nine percent of the backfit tracks generated by third order polynomial techniques did not project back to the plane of the ground. All Kalman backfit tracks projected back to reasonable estimates on the ground. Of the data points that actually intersected the ground, the 90 percent CEP circles differed greatly between the two techniques, the Kalman CEP circle having a radius over two and one halftimes smaller. Figure 4 shows valid data points for polynomial backfit (circles) and Kalman backfit (crosses). The 90% CEP circles are also depicted for each technique.
CONCLUSIONS
Kalman backfitting techniques are clearly superior to third order polynomial backfit techniques, both in generating valid launch point estimates (see section 3) and in the location error (CEP) associated with these valid estimates. Track initiation requires a priori knowledge of missile acceleration or a semi-educated guess to give valid track estimates with few measurements. The acceleration estimate requires excessive amounts of data to stabilize quickly without this knowledge due to the large position errors generated even with bearing errors around 1 degree in standard deviation and somewhat smaller. Although different 1MM implementations for tracking across the booster cutoffboundary are possible, based on our work with maneuvering aircraft, an implementation which simply changes plant noise models is unlikely to improve on the tracking accuracy we have already achieved. Robust models for multistage missiles have not yet been explored by us. 
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